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Personnel and Staff Profile 2021-2022
Board
Sally Fox
Dan Hill
Steen Johansen
Anastasia Phylactou
Rebecca Dennison
Sinead Glackin
Claire Duffy
Brendyn Nelson
Mark Elliott

Chairperson
Deputy Chairperson
Treasurer to 28 February 2022
Treasurer from 28 March 2022
Secretary
Committee Member
Committee Member
Committee Member
Unions WA nominee

Permanent and Contract Staff
Kate Beaumont
Catherine Eagle
Chris Belcher
Jeanie Bryant
Rhea Thomas
Debbie Wardle
Demi Thackrah
Ilana Hamilton
Olivia Campion
Taylah Bell
Marwat Sallehi
Janine Lindsay
Kek Quan Yao

Volunteers
Marwat Sallehi
Kelsey Quick
Christy Oey
Melanie Owens

McCusker Centre for Citizenship Interns
Natalie Poon
Jazzya Widodo
Eunice Dela Cruz
David Hu
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Executive Officer
Principal Solicitor
Welfare Rights/Tenant Advocate
Welfare Rights Advocate
Solicitor - Welfare Rights/Tenancy, FDV Project
Tenant Advocate
Solicitor – Welfare Rights/FDV Legal Health Check Project
Solicitor – Welfare Rights/Tenancy
Solicitor
Solicitor – Welfare Rights/Tenancy
Paralegal
Bookkeeper
Administrative Officer

Chairperson’s Report
This AGM marks the end of my second year as Chairperson of the Board of the TLC Emergency Welfare
Foundation of Western Australia (Inc.) trading as Welfare Rights & Advocacy Service (WRAS).
This year WRAS has benefited from stability within the Board with only our Treasurer, Steen Johansen,
stepping down halfway through the year. He has been ably replaced by Anastasia Phylactou, a former
Treasurer of WRAS. This year we will have some additional change and renewal with Brendyn Nelson,
Rebecca Dennison and Claire Duffy stepping down.
WRAS continues to deliver a sustainable level of quality services within its traditional areas of law to
assist with fighting inequality within the community. WRAS has also participated in the CLWA FDV Legal
Health Check Project from October 2021. This has involved a part time solicitor undertaking workshops
and providing legal assistance to those referred through the project. It has provided an opportunity to
work collaboratively with a range of other CLCs and to undertake a significant number of CLE activities.
Coming into this year there was some uncertainty as to whether additional COVID funding would be
provided. This impacted on the continued employment of some of WRAS' contracted solicitors employed
in 2020-2021. There was also a reduction in the amount of FDV funding from PPT from the previous
year. Ultimately, WRAS did receive additional COVID funding which has been utilised in the welfare rights
and tenancy space to assist vulnerable clients. Other core funding has remained the same.
COVID has continued to affect WRAS this year with a number of staff being impacted. In line with health
orders all staff and Board members were required to be vaccinated to provide additional protection to
our clients. Thanks in part to the upgraded ICT infrastructure, WRAS has been able to maintain its service
delivery to ensure assistance continues to be provided safely both for the clients and staff.
WRAS continues to be involved in Law Reform work with Economic Justice Australia (EJA) on issues such
as family and domestic violence, debt and duress research and the review of the disability support
pension. The FDV research that EJA and WRAS has undertaken has been particularly important in
highlighting how Centrelink compliance processes impact on victims of domestic violence. It has led to
Social Security being added to the Government’s recently announced National Plan to Reduce Violence
against Women and their Children and is expected to result in legislative and procedural change in the
near future.
It also continues to support the work of EJA through the provision of bookkeeping assistance and Kate
Beaumont continues as Treasurer and Rhea Thomas continues as a board member.
WRAS also continues to contribute to the broader CLC sector with Catherine Eagle convening the CLWA
legal practice and PII committee and CLCs Australia PII Network at a local and national level.
This year WRAS undertook the National Accreditation Phase 3 process which involved the review of
existing policies and development of new policies, all of which were certified in April 2022. The service
will work over the next two years to undertake outstanding issues in our NAS 3 improvement plan.
This year all WRAS staff and volunteers undertook Aboriginal Mental Health First Aid training in
furtherance of WRAS' Cultural Safety policy. Cultural Competence training has also been provided to
new staff and volunteers and undertaken by some Board members and offered to all others.
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The historical underpayment issue identified last year has been resolved with all payments made in
September and October 2021.
WRAS continues to be in a secure financial position in the short to medium term. However, it is important
that it continues its involvement in sustainability discussions with the broader community legal sector
and our funders.
The priorities of the Board for the next year are the completion of a new strategic and risk management
plans and a new EBA with staff.
I would like to thank our three departing board members, Brendyn Nelson, Rebecca Dennison and Claire
Duffy. They have all made a significant and valuable contribution to the board over the many years that
they have served.
I would also like to thank Dan Hill, as Deputy Chairperson who has stepped into the role of Chair at a
number of meetings and our continuing board members for all of their ongoing work and commitment
to WRAS.
Lastly, I would like to thank Kate and Catherine and all the other WRAS staff and volunteers for their
tireless work and commitment to the organisation.

Sally Fox
Chairperson
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Objects of the TLC Emergency Welfare Foundation of Western Australia (Inc.)
The Objects of the Association are:








to provide emergency financial and material support to persons who are homeless, destitute,
necessitous, suffering, distressed, disabled, disadvantaged or otherwise stricken by misfortune;
to provide advice and other forms of welfare, assistance and guidance to those persons and to
make representations on behalf of those persons;
to liaise with, and whenever appropriate request and arrange, the services of public
instrumentalities, or of charitable or other bodies which may be able to meet the needs or those
persons;
to cooperate with other organisations having objects similar to those of the Association;
to assist and represent persons in conducting appeals against administrative decisions by
Government agencies, particularly in relation to welfare rights and tenancy;
to work towards structural change, aimed at the elimination of poverty within the community
and seek to empower welfare recipients generally and with respect to their legal, welfare and
other rights; and
to promote the principles of equal opportunity.

Vision, Mission, Values and Objectives
Vision
A just and compassionate society.

Mission
Eliminating disadvantage by assisting people to realise their rights to income and housing.

Values
We are committed to:
 Client focused ethical practice;
 Social justice and human rights principles;
 Empowering people;
 Collaboration and community engagement; and
 Innovation and creativity.

Objectives






Serving individuals through casework, advocacy and advice.
Increasing the systemic awareness and responsiveness to clients.
Attracting, retaining and developing capable staff and volunteers.
Ensure effective governance and reputation.
Maintain sustainable systems, facilitates and financial management.
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Service Report
Our work in 2021-2022
Welfare Rights & Advocacy Service continued in
2021-2022 to provide legal help in the areas of
Social Security and Family Assistance Law, as well
as Social Security Prosecutions and Tenancy Law.
The main delivery mechanism for legal assistance
by the service is through information and referral,
legal advice and casework, duty advocacy, court
and tribunal representation, community legal
education and law and policy reform.
Priority for legal help is directed to those within our
geographic catchment area although assistance is
provided to clients outside of this area in some
circumstances.
The geographic catchment area for our service
delivery varies between our different programs.
Welfare Rights help is provided to those in the area
north of the Swan River to the top of the state and
across to the South Australian/Northern Territory
border. Tenancy assistance is provided to Local
Government Areas (LGAs) in the Lower North
Metropolitan Zone from Mosman Park up to
Scarborough and across the City of Perth to
Bayswater and Morley. Social Security Prosecution
assistance and help to those impacted by Family
and Domestic Violence (FDV) is provided across the
entire state.
The community legal education, law reform and
legal policy work undertaken by the service is
informed by the experience of our clients. The law
reform activities of the service are augmented by its
direct work with Economic Justice Australia (EJA)
and the WA Tenancy Network.
Activities undertaken by Welfare Rights & Advocacy
Service are in line with the vision, mission, values
and objectives of the service and the Objects set
out in the Constitution and Rules of the TLC
Emergency Welfare Foundation of Western
Australia (Inc.).
Assistance is provided from our premises at 98
Edward Street, Perth, Monday to Friday from 9.00
am to 5.00 pm except for public holidays and
during the Christmas shutdown. Outreach services
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are provided at the Perth Magistrates Court, as part
of the Tenancy Duty Advocate Program in
collaboration with Circle Green.
Servicing arrangements were amended during
periods when public health orders prevented us
from opening due to COVID-19 and stay at home
orders were in place. There were some
modifications to the provision of face-to-face
assistance during these times. Staff worked
remotely and provided telephone assistance to
clients. We participated in AAT and court hearings
via Zoom/Teams/phone.
The staff of Welfare Rights & Advocacy Service
includes a mix of lawyers and paralegals who
deliver the core legal and related services to clients.
This assistance is augmented by our volunteer
program of law students. In 2021-2022 our law
student volunteers contributed 318 hours to the
service. McCusker Centre for Citizenship Interns
volunteered 310 hours assisting with Social Media
and Communications for the service. Additional pro
bono assistance was provided in 2021-2022 by
Fraser Robertson from the WA Bar.
We have a Disability Action Plan which includes the
provision of disability access to our building and we
ensure that all facilities hired to conduct education
and information sessions are compliant with
disability access requirements. Clients with
disabilities can use their support workers to
enhance access to our service when appropriate.
People with disabilities can access feedback and
complaint mechanisms by either directly contacting
the service for information via a pamphlet or by
telephone or email.
Welfare Rights & Advocacy Service encourages
feedback and suggestions from all service users and
the service website includes a feedback survey.
This year none of our funders undertook sector
wide feedback on community legal centres as part
of their ongoing contracts.

Funding
The main source of funding for the service was
under the National Legal Assistance Partnership
(NLAP) between the Commonwealth and State
Attorney Generals’ Departments and administered
by the Department of Justice (DOJ). Supplementary

to this NLAP funding was additional one off COVID
funding provided by the State Attorney General’s
Department.

bookkeeping work we undertake for the Economic
Justice Australia (EJA) Secretariat.

The next largest source of funding is from the
Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and
Safety (DoMIRS) for our Tenancy Advice and
Education Program (TAEP). Tenancy funding was
rolled over for the fifth full year at a reduced rate.
The service is contracted to provide tenancy help 4
days per week, however current funding is
insufficient to meet the increased costs of running
the program and additional demand for tenancy
help. State NLAP COVID funding supplemented the
tenancy assistance provided in 2021-2022.

Legal Assistance

Funding was provided by Community Legal WA
(CLWA) to undertake a FDV – Legal Health Check
Project from October 2021 to May 2022. This
project was undertaken collaboratively with other
community legal centres providing workshops to
community organisations about conducting Legal
Health Checks with FDV clients. As part of this
project, we provided legal help to FDV clients
referred by community organisations who were
then conducting Legal Health Checks.
In 2021-2022 the Public Purposes Trust of the Law
Society of Western Australia funded a Family and
Domestic Violence and Social Security Project to be
conducted by the service for a second year
although with a reduced level of funding.

The legal assistance provided by the service is
through information and referral, legal advice and
casework assistance which include other
representation, legal task, duty advocate, and court
and tribunal representation. The work undertaken
is recorded on the Community Legal Assistance
Services System (CLASS) data base.
The total number of clients who accessed the
service for assistance in 2021-2022 was 811 which
was a 23% increase from the previous year. Of
those clients 81% were new clients and 19% were
existing or returning clients assisted previously.
There continued to be a complexity with the
matters presenting for help from the service. Legal
assistance continued to be delivered against the
backdrop of COVID-19 and correlated with
increased levels of distress with users of the service.
Across all service types of legal assistance
(excluding information and referral), 74% of our
clients were provided with legal advice, while 13%
had ongoing assistance – 4% were assisted by a
duty advocate or at a court or tribunal, around 9%
were provided with other representation services,
and just over 13% had legal tasks completed.
There were 791 information and referral activities
undertaken in 2021-2022.
In 2021-2022 81% of our legal advice was
provided by telephone, with 16% by letter or email
and 3% face to face. Across all assistance types to
individuals 88% were delivered to people
experiencing financial disadvantage.

Other income received included bank interest,
donations, memberships, accommodation income
and ad hoc amounts from other sources not related
to our core funding. We continue to receive income
from Economic Justice Australia (EJA) for the
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Across our programs 667 of the clients we assisted
were from a Major City location, 27 from an InnerRegional location, 53 from an Outer Regional
location, 13 from a Remote Centre and 11 from a
Very Remote Location.

Our clients

Welfare Rights
We assisted 562 clients this year with welfare
rights matters: 83% were new clients, 17% were
repeat and existing clients. This represented a
21.3% increase in clients accessing for welfare
rights help. The assistance we provided included
legal advice, legal task and tribunal and other
representation.
30% of our clients this year were in receipt of
Disability Support Pension (DSP). The second
largest client groups were those receiving
JobSeeker Payment (22%) followed by Family Tax
Benefit (16%), Age Pension (9%) Parenting
Payment (5%), Carer Payment (5%) and Carer
Allowance (4%).

The main welfare rights problem type for clients
was Govt.Pensions/Benefits/Allowance – Other
(36%) which is a catch all to cover the breadth of
Social Security work not captured in the CLASS
problem type classifications.
The second highest occurring problem type is
Refusal Eligibility (32%) followed by Overpayments
(23%). Almost half of our clients (46%) were
seeking help after a claim for Disability Support
Pension was rejected by Centrelink.
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Welfare Rights Case Studies
Welfare Rights Case Study 1
Nature of the Issue: Our client who has an
intellectual disability and their carer contacted us
after Centrelink decided to reduce their rate of
pension based on an assessment that they were a
member of a couple – the alleged partner also has
an intellectual disability. They were living in
supported accommodation and if each only
received the partnered rate of payment they would
no longer be able to afford the accommodation.
The original decision maker and the authorised
review officer had made the decision that they were
partnered for social security purposes based solely
on the fact that the client and their ‘partner’ were
sharing accommodation.
Assistance provided: We provided representation at
the Administrative Appeal Tribunal (AAT). We
argued that the decision was legally incorrect and
provided submissions addressing the relevant
section of the Social Security Act.

Assistance provided: We advised the family lawyer
that it was important to resolve any potential issues
with Centrelink before taking further action in the
family law matter. We then provided advice to the
client who was at risk of having a Centrelink debt
raised and being investigated for fraud due to their
relationship status. We assisted the client to gather
the necessary evidence and prepared a written
submission updating their circumstances and
arguing that whilst the client was still married at
the time the initial claim was made they should not
be considered a member of a couple under the
Social Security Act due to the family and domestic
violence.
Case outcome: We were successful in our
arguments and Centrelink agreed that the client
was not a member of a couple. The client was then
able to proceed with the family court matter
without fear that this could lead to a Centrelink
investigation.

Tenancy

Case outcome: The AAT made a finding that
neither had capacity to give evidence and accepted
the evidence of each person’s carers/guardians as
well as the legal submissions we made. The AAT
concluded that neither our client nor the alleged
partner made independent decisions regarding the
nature of the household, their finances, their social
activities and life decisions generally, such decisions
being made and/or supervised by third parties and
so they were not a member of a couple under the
definition in the Social Security Act. This outcome
meant they were both able to remain in their
accommodation with the supports they needed.

There was a 10% increase in the tenancy
assistance provided in 2021-2022 in comparison to
the previous year. The service provides help to
tenants irrespective of means in line with the
Tenancy Advice and Education Program (TAEP)
contract with the DoMIRS. Almost 76% of tenants
we assisted were experiencing financial
disadvantage.

Welfare Rights Case Study 2

Welfare Rights & Advocacy Service has continued
to provide help on an outreach basis as a duty
advocate at the Perth Magistrates Court every three
weeks. This assistance is provided in collaboration
with Circle Green. Due to COVID-19 there were
some periods where our attendance at court was
prohibited or restricted. During those periods the
service continued to provide a phone service to
tenants at court.

Nature of the Issue: A regional CLC contacted us
for advice on behalf of a client they were assisting
with a Family Law matter. During the client’s long
relationship their ex-partner had been physically
violent and there was significant economic abuse.
The client’s family lawyer was concerned about the
Centrelink payments the client had claimed as a
single person prior to their final separation.
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In 2021-2022, 71.5% of our clients were private
tenants, almost 20% were public housing tenants,
2.5% were community housing tenants, 2.5% were
boarders and lodgers and the remaining were
either currently homeless or in transitional housing.

In this role our tenant advocate/solicitor assists
unrepresented tenants at the court on the day –
some are provided with advice and if appropriate
others are represented in court. If ongoing
assistance is required and the tenant is from our
catchment area, they are referred into our service
so ongoing representation can be provided. If the
tenant is not from our catchment area, they are
referred to the Local Service Unit (LSU) in their local
area for further help. On occasion additional
representation assistance has been provided when
the LSU of the client has been unable to provide
help.

Welfare Rights & Advocacy Service prioritises
providing help to those facing eviction or at risk of
homelessness. We provide advice to clients,
attempt to negotiate an alternative outcome and
where appropriate represent the client at court with
the aim of trying to stop the tenant’s eviction. This
year we provided Court/Tribunal and Duty Lawyer
assistance for 36 tenancy matters and Other
Representation assistance in 25 matters.
Court/Tribunal and Other Representation assistance
is time consuming, and the service continues to try
to resolve matters through negotiation. Increasingly
the representatives for the Housing Authority have
adopted a more adversarial approach and so issues
are often only resolved once the matter has gone to
court - too often the only option available is to
defend the matter in court to prevent our client
being evicted into homelessness. The lack of
available rental accommodation makes this more
problematic.
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Tenancy Case Studies
Tenancy Case Study 1
Nature of the Issue: Client was referred to WRAS
through the social work department at a hospital.
She had recently been removed from the Housing
Authority priority wait list due to not accepting a
‘suitable property’ offered to her. The client was
subject to family violence and felt unsafe to
continue living under the same roof as her family
member who was the perpetrator of the violence.
Assistance provided: Client was an elderly woman
from a CALD background with extremely limited
English. She did not understand that the reason she
had given for refusing the property offered to her
were not ‘valid’ for the Housing Authority and this
would result in her being removed from the priority
wait list. WRAS agreed to assist her to a) appeal
the decision to remove her from the waitlist and b)
assess her options to either have her family
member removed from her current tenancy or seek
a priority transfer on family violence grounds. As
part of our investigation we identified that our
client was not listed as a tenant at the property
even though she was the primary applicant for the
accommodation when she first moved into the
property. Further investigation revealed that
Housing Authority had incorrectly issued the
tenancy agreement in the name of the client’s
family member. This meant that the client could not
seek a transfer.
WRAS assisted the client to seek a review through
the Housing Appeals Mechanisms Process of the
decisions (1) to remove her from the wait list and
(2) to treat her as a householder as opposed to a
tenant. Following detailed submissions the Housing
Authority acknowledged that they had made an
error when the property was assigned to the
client’s family member instead of the client who
was the primary applicant for housing.
Case outcome: Acknowledging the seriousness of
her current circumstances and genuine threat to her
safety Housing escalated the process of finding and
offering her new accommodation which she
accepted. The client was rehoused within four
weeks of us making our initial submissions in the

matter. As well as resolving the client’s urgent
housing issue our involvement with the social
worker at the hospital has led to further referrals of
vulnerable clients with Housing and Centrelink
matters.
Tenancy Case Study 2
Nature of the Issue: Tenants at Magistrates Court
in relation to landlord’s application for discharge of
the bond and claim for $22,000, including tenant
liability, 3 weeks’ rent and other costs (total
$24,000). The Tenants’ fixed term agreement was
due to end in April 2022. In January 2022 the
landlord advised the tenants they would not renew
the lease and intended to move back into the
property. The parties agreed the tenants would
vacate the property in early March 2022. The
tenants only found out about the court hearing the
day before the hearing when they contacted DMIRS
to lodge a complaint. The landlord had lodged the
court application (Form 12) indicating the tenants’
address was unknown despite the tenants
providing the property manager with their new
address and the landlord knowing that address.
Assistance provided: The tenants approached the
WRAS duty advocate. Our advocate provided
advice about the court process and the legal issues
raised by the application. She also advised the
tenants that the jurisdiction of the court was
limited to $10,000. The tenants did not want to
make an offer to settle. The Tenant Advocate
appeared on behalf of the tenants. The Magistrate
indicated that the claims appeared to be excessive
and that if no agreement was reached it would
have to be listed for hearing. The Property
Condition Report showed the property was run
down and claims for damages were likely to have
no merit. It was possible a claim for rent between
the date the tenants vacated and the end of the
fixed term agreement could have been successful.
The tenant advocate assisted the tenants in a
lengthy negotiation process over a two-hour
period.
Case outcome: After lengthy negotiations a
settlement was reached between the parties for the
bond (just over $2,000) to be released in full to the
lessor with no court costs and no further claims
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able to be made against the tenants. Orders were
made in terms of the agreement and the
application was otherwise dismissed. Given the
history between the landlord and the tenants it is
unlikely this matter would have been resolved
without the assistance of the tenant advocate. The
tenants were relieved they did not have to miss
another day of work to attend a hearing and that
they only had to agree to pay less than 10% of the
original amount claimed.

Community Legal Education
In 2021-2022 the service provided 45 Community
Legal Education activities and 2 Community Legal
Education resources were developed. There was
increased CLE activity due to the work undertaken
in the FDV-Legal Health Check Project whose focus
was the delivery of workshops to community
organisations.
Community education activities were undertaken
across our programs and included both one off
workshops and the development of information
resources. Delivery of sessions and workshop
occurred in person as well as the use of online
delivery via Zoom and Microsoft Teams.
Sessions were undertaken in the following settings:




















DVassist;
Fremantle Hospital Social Work Team;
Neami National;
Curtin Uni Student Assist Team;
St Bart’s Women’s Accommodation;
People with Disabilities;
Anglicare;
FCA WA;
Perth Children's Hospital Social Workers;
Day Dawn Advocacy;
Curtin Social Work Students;
Aboriginal Family Law Services (WA);
Department of Social Services;
Department of Human Services;
Fibromyalgia Support Group;
Economic Justice Australia;
Salvation Army – Doorways;
Street Law Centre – Lunch and Learn;
Sir Charles Gardiner Mental Health Social Work
Team;




Community Legal WA; and
CLCs Australia.

As well as the development of additional education
resources our existing suite of Fact Sheets was
regularly reviewed and updated in response to
changes to ensure their accuracy.

Rhea Thomas, Demi Thackrah and Taylah Bell
regularly participated in the CLWA Community
Legal Education Workers (CLEWS) Network
Meetings.

occurred in the context of activities of the EJA of
which we are a member centre.
This year saw the release of the EJA research
project, Debt, Duress and Dob-Ins: Centrelink

compliance processes and Domestic Violence 1 in

which EJA partnered with the University of
Wollongong, the University of Sydney and the
University of Queensland. Welfare Rights &
Advocacy Service provided quantitative details of
the work we do for this group of vulnerable clients,
as well as de-identified case studies of assistance
sought by and provided to these clients who are
trying to access Social Security payments, seeking
to challenge Social Security and Family Assistance
debts caused/contributed to by FDV or who are
facing investigations/criminal charges as a result of
incurring social security debts. We also provided
analysis of how FDV affects our clients in dealing
with Services Australia.
A priority for our collaboration in this work has
been to push for the adoption of the
recommendations from this research and advocate
for legislative and policy change in how
Government responds to those impacted by FDV.

Demi Thackrah and Ilana Hamilton collaborated on
the development of Podcasts on Social Security
debts, as part of a CLEWS Project in 2021-2022

Law Reform
In 2021-2022 there was an increase in the number
of law reform activities undertaken by the service.
Law reform activities are informed by the
experiences of our clients with the aim of bringing
about structural and systemic change.
The law reform work undertaken through the year
included staff participating in forums, preparing
and contributing to submissions, giving media
interviews, and providing feedback to the
Department of Social Security/Services Australia
and others on specific issues which related to
service delivery and law and policy. Some of these
Debt, Duress and Dob-ins: Centrelink compliance
processes and domestic violence, Economic Justice
Australia, 2021, https://www.ejaustralia.org.au/wp-

1
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At a local and national level our staff participated
in a number of regular meetings and forums and
other activities. Some of the regular and ad hoc
forums, conferences and meetings and activities
which staff have chaired and/or participated in
have included:



WA Tenant Advocates’ Meetings;
WA Tenant Coordinators’ Meetings;

content/uploads/EJA_FullReport2021_DebtsDuressDobins-FINAL.pdf


































CLCs Australia PII Committee;
CL WA Legal Practice and PII Sub Committee;
CL WA Member Meetings;
CL WA CLEWS Network Meetings;
CL WA Quarterly Meetings;
CL WA Manager’s Meetings;
CL WA DV Network;
EJA Conference (virtual);
EJA Members’ Meetings;
EJA Board Meetings;
EJA Planning Day;
EJA DSS Bi-Annual Meeting;
EJA DHS Bi- Annual Meeting;
Robodebt Senate Inquiry;
DESE Penalty Linkup;
Workforce Australia Overview;
Human Right’s Group Consultation;
SHEV and Special Benefit Working Group;
DSS, SA and Department of Home Affairs and
Safe Haven Economic Visas and Special Benefit;
Coercive Control Consultation;
AAT Central Listings Meeting;
Pro Bono Network;
EJA Debt and Duress Research Meetings;
Services Australia Aboriginal Consultative
Committee;
Services Australia Community Consultative
Committee;
Review of Residential Tenancies Act;
Human Rights Symposium;
Robodebt Gordon Legal Offer and Objections;
CL WA Legal Health Check Steering
Committee;
Legal Practice Board Meeting;
Uniform Practice Law Meeting; and
Beyond Commercial Law.

In 2021-2022 Catherine Eagle continued in her
roles as the Convenor of the CLCs Australia
Professional Indemnity Insurance (PII) Network, the
WA State Representative on the CLCs Australia PII
Committee and as the convenor of the Community
Legal WA (CL WA) Legal Practice and PII (LP&PII)
Committee. In this role Catherine provides support
and guidance to other CLCs in relation to PII issues
and a range of legal practice and ethical issues that
arise within a community legal setting. She is also
involved in organising and delivering training to
lawyers and other staff in CLCs across a range of
areas.
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A priority area of work undertaken by Catherine in
this role related to a Department of Justice Data
Request in February 2022. We worked with CLWA
and other WA CLCs to ensure that provision of the
data did not breach any of our legal professional
obligations. The work undertaken in relation to the
data request has alerted the sector to provisions
under the NLAP for the ABS to have access to a
range of CLC client data from September 2022.
Catherine has continued to work with CLWA and
CLCA to address these concerns.
Welfare Rights & Advocacy Service is an active
participant in the EJA. All welfare rights staff
participated in the EJA Virtual Conference in
August 2021. In the last year we have participated
in the monthly Members meetings, various sub
committees and Committee meetings of the EJA.
These meetings have a focus on casework trends,
policy and law reform, as well as the governance of
the EJA.
Both Kate Beaumont and Rhea Thomas are Board
members of EJA. This has allowed the service to
contribute and engage in the law reform and legal
policy work undertaken by EJA on behalf of its
members. Staff of the service regularly provide
significant input into EJA submissions and have
represented EJA on national forums.

As an adjunct to the CLE and Law Reform work of
the service we have continued to develop our social
media presence in 2021-2022.

Rhea Thomas and Taylah Bell have steered that
activity with the assistance of a number of
McCusker Social Media Interns over this last year.

Governance
The governance of the Association rests with the
Board of the TLC Emergency Welfare Foundation of
Western Australia (Inc.). There have been no
changes to the constitution since the Annual
General Meeting held in October 2020.
Both Sally Fox and Dan Hill continued for a second
year as the Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson
respectively. The other office bearers were Rebecca
Dennison as Secretary and Steen Johansen as
Treasurer. Others continuing on the Board from the
previous year were Sinead Glackin, Claire Duffy and
Brendyn Nelson. Mark Elliott continued for a
second year as the Unions WA nominee on the
Board. Steen Johansen resigned as Treasurer on 28
February 2022. Following Steen’s resignation, the
Board appointed Anastasia Phylactou to the
Treasurer position from 28 March 2022.
The Board met 6 times in 2021-2022. Quorum was
achieved for all but 1 meeting during the year.
Board Members participated in meetings in person
or remotely by Zoom or by telephone.
In January 2022 the service undertook its review
and assessment for Stage 3 of CLCs Australia
National Accreditation Scheme (NAS). In April 2022
the service was certified under Stage 3 of NAS and
for the next two year the service will undertake the
identified tasks as part of its NAS Improvement
Plan.
The Board participated in the CLCs Australia
Governance Skills Assessment and Benchmarking
Tool survey. The performance report will be used to
guide additional work for the Board in the next
year.
It is expected that the organisation will work
toward the development of a new Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement with staff in the year ahead.
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Future of the Service
There is some security for the service with the move
to DOJ managing contracts and funding being set
for the next three years. A threat that remains is
that from the perspective of our funders due to our
‘small size’ there are questions about our long-term
viability and sustainability. With the increased push
for services to consider options of merger/co
location and shared services this will be a focus for
Welfare Rights & Advocacy Service in the coming
year. As always our first priority is to ensure that
the needs of our clients are foremost in these
considerations and to ensure that our ability to
respond and provide quality services is not
diminished by external forces with a fixed view of
the sector.
There continues to be a level of insecurity with the
tenancy funding with the rollover of the contracts
for another year without consideration of the future
of the program and its sustainability. It has become
evident that our ability to respond to the demands
for tenancy help over the last two years have been
bolstered by funding from another program,
through additional COVID-19 related funding
through DOJ. In 2022-2023 we will ensure that
services provided under NLAP will include the
tenancy assistance provided by the service to Public
Housing tenants – who are some of our most
vulnerable tenants rather than using our tenancy
funding for this purpose.
In 2022-2023 the FDV and Social Security Project
has been extended to include Tenancy Law with
increased funding for the next year from the Public
Purposes Trust. This will allow for a broadening of
focus in the project as regularly issues with income
support and housing are co-occurring legal issues
for those impacted by FDV.
With the recent election of a new Federal
Government the service is energised with an
increased sense of hope that long identified areas
of law reform in Social Security and Family
Assistance law and policy may be addressed. We
will continue to support the efforts of EJA in their
work and contribute to their activities on behalf of
our clients.

The service will provide evidence to the Robodebt
Royal Commission in coming weeks trying to
ensure that the lessons of the past are not repeated
in the future.

Acknowledgement and Thanks
I would like to acknowledge the work and support
of the Board over many years to Welfare Rights &
Advocacy Service. It is helpful that we have had a
stable board and retained returning board members
over several years and I look forward to
consolidation of that work with the 2022-2023
Board.
The service has over an extended period
maintained a stable staff, however in the last year
we have farewelled several valuable staff including
Ilana Hamilton, Demi Thackrah and Jeanie Bryant.
We miss them all and thank them for their valuable
contribution.
We have also welcomed new staff to the service
with the employment of Olivia Campion and Taylah
Bell as newly admitted lawyers, Marwat Sallehi as a
paralegal (soon to be admitted) and Janine Lindsay
as Bookkeeper. Apart from paid staff we have
maintained a group of volunteers and hosted
several McCusker interns who have provided
support and assistance in our core work and
broadened our reach through social media
activities.
As always, I would like to recognise the
contribution of our staff and volunteers who
continue to provide help to our clients fighting the
good fight.

Kate Beaumont
Executive Officer
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Treasurer’s Report
I would like to acknowledge the work of Steen Johansen who was the Treasurer for the first seven
months of the year and whose role I stepped into in March 2022.
It pleases me to present the 2021-2022 audited Special Purpose Financial Report. Moore Australia
conducted our financial audit for the second time and have issued an unmodified opinion.
Welfare Rights & Advocacy Service reported a surplus for 2021-2022, which included $35,487 and
$150,000 profit following a building revaluation. The result for the year appears as a surplus of
$185,487 to retained surpluses and reserves.
Our core income for services for the year was $883,315 an increase of 16.8% from the previous period
and was received from:
•
•
•
•

the Commonwealth and State Attorney General’s Department administered by the Department
of Justice (NLAP Contract) which included both recurrent and additional one off COVID
funding;
the Public Purposes Trust for a second year to support a Family and Domestic Violence and
Social Security Project;
the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety for the Tenancy Advice and Education
Program Contract; and
Community Legal WA (CLWA) for the Family and Domestic Violence Legal Health Check
Project.

Welfare Rights & Advocacy Service ended the financial year with a cash position of $588,683 as well
as prepayments of $14,780 against liabilities of $334,239.
Leave provisions of $294,095 form the bulk of liabilities for the organisation.
The service remains in a financially strong position and the Board continues to actively pursue
opportunities relating to future sustainability.

Anastasia Phylactou
Treasurer
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Special Purpose Financial Report
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